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Figure 1. a) Schematic of the magnetic versus electric approaches to
sensing muscle activity with the typical hand muscle locations: 1) M.
abductor digiti; 2) Several intrinsic muscles of the thumb; 3) M. abductor
pollicis; b) Potential application of MMG for diagnosis and rehabilitation
of movement disorder, health monitoring and robotics control.

individuals’ disease of the muscle and the peripheral nerve.[4,5]
Motivated by exploring the electrophysiological behavior of the
uterus prior to childbirth, MMG was used mainly on health
monitoring during pregnancy.[6–8] In addition, the MMG has the
potential to be used in the rehabilitation such as the traumatic
nerve injury, spinal cord lesion, and entrapment syndrome.[9–12]
However, compared with the magnitude of EMG signals
in the scale of milli-volts, the MMG signal is extremely small
and just in the range of pico (10−12) to femto (10−15) Tesla,[12]
decreasing with the distance between the measurement point
and the skeletal muscle. Figure 2 illustrates the progress
pathway of the biomagnetic sensors from SQUIDs,[1] atom
magnetometer,[13,14] OPMs,[10,15] thin-film solid-state magnetic
sensors,[16] to spintronic devices.[17,18] In a seminal work of
Cohen and Gilver in 1972, they discovered and recorded MMG
signals using superconducting quantum interference devices
(SQUIDs). They led the development of MMG until now since
it is the most sensitive device at moment with the femto-Tesla
limit of detection (LOD), and possibly achieve atto-Tesla LOD
with averaging.[19] The state-of-the-art MMG measurement is
dominated by SQUIDs.[20] Nonetheless, their ultra-high cost
and cumbersome weight limit the spread of this magnetic
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Figure 2. A graphical overview of weak biomagnetic detection in skeletal muscle using MMG. The figure shows the miniaturization pathway from bulky
SQUIDs to spintronic nanoscale devices. a) SQUIDs; Reproduced with permission.[1] Copyright 1972, Elsevier, b) Atom magnetometer; Reproduced with
permission.[13] Copyright 2013, American Physical Society, c) Optical pumped magnetometer; Reproduced with permission.[10] Copyright 2016, Springer
Nature, d) Thin-film solid-sate magnetic sensors; Reproduced with permission.[17] Copyright 2016, IEEE. Generations of miniaturization in detail, and
e) spintronics devices,[16–18] from (e1) flexible MTJ; Reproduced with permission.[107] Copyright 2017, Springer Nature to (e2) standard CMOS technology;
Reproduced with permission.[17] Copyright 2016, IEEE.

sensing technique. In the last several years, optically pumped
magnetometers (OPMs) have been rapidly developed to study
the innervation of the hand nerves and muscles as proofof-concept investigations.[10,21,22] The MMG has not been a
common method yet mainly due to its small magnitude, which
can be easily affected by the magnetic noise in surrounding.
For instance, the amplitude of the Earth magnetic field is about
five million times larger and environmental noise from power
lines can reach a level of nano-Tesla. Additionally, current
experiments based on SQUIDs and OPMs for MMG sensing
are conducted in heavily-shielded rooms, which are expensive
and bulky for personal daily use. Consequently, the development of miniaturized, low-cost and room temperature biomagnetic sensing methods would constitute an important step
toward the wider appreciation of biomagnetism.[23,24]
Nowadays, the integrated magnetic sensing technology has
attracted interest as evidenced by a growing number of applications. For their adoption, it is critical to enhancing the microdimensional detection sensitivity and the functional robustness
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of the sensors as required in real-time sensing and processing
applications. The era of spin-based sensors began with the
invention of the giant magnetoresistive (GMR) effect which concerns the intrinsic spin of the electron and its associated magnetic moment, instead of its fundamental electric charge.[25]
The magnetoresistive effect is observed in artificial thin-film
materials composed of alternate ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic layers.[26] In principle, spintronic sensors can accommodate
compact sensors with sizes comparable to or smaller than that
of the conventional SQUIDs for MMG. Yet, there are significant
performance trade-offs in adopting this technology, particularly
in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Over the last decade, significant work has been performed to improve the detection range
of spintronic sensors to pico-Tesla/√Hz levels, for instance by
utilizing the tunneling magnetoresistive (TMR) sensors.[27]
We intend to provide a perspective of miniature magnetic
sensors for biomagnetic signal detection and argue for the
feasibility of integrated TMR sensors for MMG applications.
Firstly, the magnetic field generated by a typical skeletal muscle
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is modeled to provide a context in terms of the size of the
MMG signals. Then, we study the state-of-the-art in pico-Tesla
magnetic sensing technologies to provide guidance for the
future development of an integrated MMG technology. In addition, we present simulation and experimental data supporting
the view that integrated CMOS-compatible magnetoresistive
sensors can be utilized for MMG sensing. We then discuss
several technical challenges related to the biomagnetic sensing
such as nulling the magnetic field of the Earth and movement
artifacts. Finally, we posit that addressing these technical challenges and development of novel MMG sensing methods can
facilitate a scientific revolution by providing additional details
about the mechanics of the skeletal muscles. In addition, they
can feature a breakthrough in human-machine interfacing
applications such as control of prosthetic limbs.[28]

2. MMG Signals Modeling
The magnitude of the MMG signal depends upon several
parameters. For instance, the distance between the source
of the signal and the sensor can change the magnitude from
nano-Tesla, when the MMG signals are recorded in isolated
muscle fibers or implanted sensor below the skin, to pico-Tesla,
when sensors are placed on the skin, outside of the body.[1,29–31]
In the following, with Figure 3, we show the effect of the distance between the sensor and a single fiber to investigate the
effect of the position of the muscle fiber bundles and radial and
axial conductivities of the muscle fibers on the magnitude of
the MMG signals.

The magnetic field produced by an action potential that
travels in a single muscle fiber can be calculated using the
approach developed by Roth and Wikswo in 1985.[32] Their
method presents the advantage of using the Ampere's law,
which allows disentangling the contributions to the magnetic
field due to the currents present in each region of the system
including the fibers, the bundle, the sheath of connective tissue
and the bath. We use this model in the case of a muscle composed of several fibers. The geometry of the muscle is depicted
in Figure 3a and a large set of parameters describing the muscle
bundle are listed in Table 1.[33,34] From finite-element method
(FEM) simulation results in 3D (Figure 3b) and 2D (Figure 3c),
it shows that the total ring magnetic field is the superposition
of each muscle fiber where nano to pico-Tesla range fields will
be generated. The red arrows and color legend shows the direction and magnitude of magnetic fields respectively.
The muscle fiber was modeled as a cylindrical cable composed of 1200 compartments of 10 μm length and 50 μm diameter. A cylindrical fiber of diameter a = 50 μm was placed at
a distance t from the center of the bundle. The bundle had a
diameter b = 150 μm and 50 μm diameter fibers separated by
an 10 μm interstitial space and were surrounded by a sheath
with thickness δ = 10 μm. All simulations were performed
with NEURON (Hines and Carnevale 1997) and MATLAB
(MathWorks 2017a).[35] The full expressions of calculation and
boundary conditions are detailed by Roth and Wikswo 1985 and
were solved using standard Python routines for a system of
linear scalar equations.[32] Here, the parameters were adjusted
to characterize the different currents to reproduce the action
potential shape recorded on the soleus skeletal muscle cells

Figure 3. a) A scheme of the muscle model;[33] b) COMSOL 3D finite-element simulation results of biomagnetic fields generated from the muscle fiber;
c) 2D results with muscle fiber and myofibrils; d) An action potential of the skeletal muscle fiber; e) Net magnetic field of a single fiber depending on
its position inside the bundle. This net field contains different magnetic field components due to the currents flowing in the fiber Bi), the bundle Bb),
the sheath Bs) and the saline Be); f) Magnetic field generated by the entire muscle at 30 μm from the surface for different values of the ratio σz/σρ
( σz = 5 Ω−1 m−1), where the axial and radial conductivities are σz and σρ.[33,34]
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Table 1. Parameters to describe the muscle bundle.[33,34]
Parameter

Description

Value

a

fiber radius

4.00 × 10−5 m

b

radius of the muscle bundle

1.50 × 10−4 m

c

radius of the muscle bundle including the
sheath

1.60 × 10−4 m

d

distance of the fiber from the center of the
muscle bundle

8.00 × 10−5 m

ρ1/ρ2

field-point radius from the center of the
muscle bundle

–

θ /θ ′

orientation of the field point from the center of
the muscle bundle

–

δ

thickness of the sheath around the muscle
bundle

1.00 × 10−5m

U

conduction velocity of the action potential

3.00 ms−1
−1m−1

σi

internal conductivity of the axon in the muscle
bundle

0.88 Ω

σs

conductivity of the sheath around the muscle
bundle

2.00 Ω−1m−1

σz

axial conductivity of the muscle bundle

5.00 Ω−1m−1

σρ

radial conductivity of the muscle bundle

variable

under floating electrode recording conditions. Using this model
and the transmembrane potential, as shown in Figure 3c,
the x, y and z components of the magnetic action field at an
observation point P, outside the muscle bundle, were calculated. As shown in Figure 3d, the net magnetic field was calculated for a single fiber located at distances d from the center
of the bundle. We studied the behavior of the magnetic field
due to the different currents as a function of axial and radial
conductivities of the muscle bundle, that is σz and σρ, respectively. As the ratio σz/σρ increases, the shielding effect is more
prominent, and hence the magnitude of the magnetic signal is
decreased. In other words, when a fiber is close to the center

of the bundle, the current in the bundle shield generates the
magnetic field. Finally, Figure 3e shows the total magnetic field
Btotal modeled at a point P, and the relative contributions due to
the intracellular current Bi, the currents flowing in the bundle
Bb, in the sheath Bs and in the external saline Be. It should be
noted that contributions from saline and sheath currents are
much smaller than that of bundle currents. As such, extracellular bundle currents can be considered as the primary source
of shielding.[1,29–31] In summary, the MMG signals can change
from nano-Tesla, when recorded in isolated muscle fibers or
implanted sensor below the skin, to pico-Tesla, when sensors
are placed on the skin, outside of the body.

3. MMG Sensing Technologies
Magnetic sensors convert the magnetic field into measurable quantities such as voltages and current. Figure 4 offers a
broad overview of various environmental and biological magnetic signals and the currently available magnetic sensing technologies.[3] Most MMG signals are lower compared to other
biological tissues like hearts and brains. The minimum spectral density could reach hundreds of fT/√Hz at low frequencies
especially between 10 and 100 Hz.
In general, there are two categories of biomagnetic sensors.
Those that are 1) sensitive only to the strength of the magnetic
field, including devices such as OPM and atomic magnetometer
that measure the magnitude of the magnetic field in the femtoTesla range;[15,36,37] 2) sensitive to the strength and direction of the
magnetic field, including SQUIDs,[38] Hall sensors,[39] magnetoresistive,[40] -electric,[41] and -impedance sensors,[42] conventional
superconducting coils,[16] and fluxgates.[43] These vectorial sensors integrate multiple single-component sensors, which are
placed on linearly independent directions. Some integrated
vector magnetometer designs use micromachined electromechanical systems technology to obtain linear independence.
In addition, some designs use in-plane Hall sensors

Figure 4. A summary of the strength of various example magnetic signals in comparison to biological signals and the existing magnetic sensing
technologies.
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Table 2. A comparison of the magnetic sensing technologies for biosensing applications (√: Excellent, ●: Acceptable, ▲: Marginally acceptable, ✘:
unacceptable).
Principle
OPM

Sensitivity

Enhanced spatial resolution

●

●

DC

Frequency

Miniaturization

Portability

Cost

✘

✘

▲

GMI

▲

●

DC-10 kHz

√

√

√

ME

●

●

DC-1 kHz

●

√

√

Coils

●

√

AC

✘

●

√

Fluxgate

●

√

DC-5 kHz

√

√

●

SQUID

√

●

DC-100 kHz

✘

✘

✘

MR

●

√

DC-GHz

√

√

√

and instrumentation amplifiers to obtain all components of the
magnetic field.[44]
A second broad categorization of magnetic sensors considers
whether the magnetic field causes electrons to move through
various layers of semiconductor material within the sensor, the
so-called magneto-transport effect. Examples of technologies
that benefit from the magneto-transport phenomenon include
Hall probes and magneto-resistive, -electric and -impedance
sensors. We compare the magneto-transport devices with the
conventional SQUIDs, fluxgate sensors and the recently developed OPMs in Table 2.
Currently, SQUIDs are the most sensitive device with femtoTesla sensing accuracy, and possibly achieve atto-Tesla (10−18 T)
detection with averaging. The SQUIDs are widely used in many
applications including in biomedical engineering for sensing
MCG and MEG signals. Such sensitivity levels of SQUIDs
require them to remain in a magnetically shielded room that
is equipped with an appropriate cooling system for operation
at liquid-helium temperature 4.2 K,[38] which also increases the
cost of SQUIDs to several thousands of dollars.
Another fast developing magnetic sensing technology is the
OPM.[45] Recently, OPMs with small physical size have been
improved their LODs significantly during recent years and
successfully used for a portable MEG system.[46] As shown in
Figure 5a,[45] the OPM sensors, which utilize a vapor of spinpolarized rubidium atoms, can evaluate the transmission of
laser light to detect the local magnetic field. Handheld and
easy-to-use OPM sensors have recently become commercially
especially from competing manufacturers, e.g., QuSpin Inc.,
FieldLine Inc. and Twinleaf.[47] Development of such sensors
with small profile enables fitment in wearable devices such as
a helmet.[45] Benefiting from the quantum sensing technology,
these devices can attain the same sensitivity level that cryocooled SQUIDs offer, but in room temperature. Their lowest
LODs below 100 fT/√Hz have been achieved.[45,48] Very recently,
and as a proof of principle, OPMs were used to measure the
MMG signals of the hand muscles, that were evoked by electrical stimulation of the nerves in the arm.[10,21,22] Unfortunately,
it is still rather complex for the sensor setup and has a disadvantage that makes it an expensive instrument to own and operate.
Fluxgate sensors and giant magnetoimpedance magnetometers (GMIs) are well-established sensor concepts and both
have similar dimensions, frequency ranges and LODs at low
pT/√Hz ranges.[42,49,50] They were proved effective in real-time
biomagnetic vector field measurement at ambient temperature
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and without a magnetic shield. Despite they are very small and
can be placed closer to the object, the worse LOD compared
to OPMs and SQUIDs make them not be good candidates for
the MMG measurement. Additionally, with a limited dynamic
range, the manufacturing of fluxgates is complex and hence
they are very expensive to use.[43]
With the emergence of the technologies that utilize the magneto-transport phenomenon, the field of magnetic sensing has
been revolutionized.[17,40] Sensors with multilayered structure
offer a small footprint, the possibility of integration into complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS).[17] Although
the sensitivity of current magneto-transport sensors is still
lower than bulky SQUIDs and rival the performance that OPMs
offer, unlike SQUIDs, they do not require any special operating
conditions in terms of temperature. As such they are rather
inexpensive and low power.
Thin-film magnetoelectric (ME) sensors have increasingly
drawn attention over the past decade due to their small dimensions and the possibility of integration with micro-electromechanical systems. They have been successfully performed for
MEG and MCG measurements.[51,52] The ME sensors offer
passive detection, high sensitivity, large effect enhancement at
mechanical resonances, and large linear dynamic range. This
type of sensors recently has achieved a high pT/√Hz LOD range
at low frequencies.[53–55] However, due to their physical principle, they suffer a complex measurement setup. Firstly, a stable
DC bias magnetic field is required to keep optimum performance. Secondly, the ME sensor is based on mechanical resonance (resonance frequencies are typically 10 to 100 kHz), while
biomagnetic signals are from 10 to 300 Hz normally. Therefore,
magnetic frequency conversion techniques with modulation
coils are needed for low-frequency detection, bringing a complicated signal processing process.[56]
At the same time, magnetic sensors based on the thin-film
magnetoresistive (MR) effect have been widely explored over
the past years as an effective alternative pico-Tesla biosensing
approach at room temperature.[27,57–60] Supplied with a current
or voltage, they convert an external magnetic field directly to a
resistance. These sensors use ferro- and nonmagnetic materials
whose magnetization aligns with the external field to maximize
their resistance dynamic range,[61] including anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR), GMR, and TMR. Figure 5b shows their
general geometry and structure.
The cost of a typical MR sensor is approximately a tenth of
a SQUID. Besides, MR sensors can measure the field at room
© 2020 The Authors. Published by WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 5. State-of-the-art spintronic based biosensing sensors: a) A typical structure of an optically pumped magnetometer. Reproduced with permission.[45] Copyright 2017, Elsevier. b) The general geometry of MR sensors: AMR, GMR, and TMR; c) Monolithic Integration of the TMR sensor on
standard CMOS. Reproduced with permission.[17] Copyright 2016, IEEE. d) Schematic of a state-of-the-art MTJ stack layout that was used for FEM
simulations with the created mesh and the zoomed-in MTJ structure. Reproduced with permission.[83] Copyright 2018, IEEE, where the modeling result
is an example achievable TMR response with fabricated sensors.[91,96] e) A typical Wheatstone bridge incorporating four TMR elements where two
types of sensors with opposite dR/dH can offer robust sensing in the case of temperature drift. Reproduced with permission.[62] Copyright 2019, IEEE.
f1) Schematic view of a device, comprising a GMR sensor, measured with four probe contacts, with a superconducting loop of niobium, electrically
isolated from the GMR by 400 nm of Si3N4, Reproduced with permission.[102] Copyright 2004, AAAS; f2) SEM image an array with a spin valve (SV)
sensor, Reproduced with permission.[66] Copyright 2013, Springer Nature; f3) front-side view of the fabrication process for integrated TMR sensors in
silicon microneedles, Reproduced with permission.[91] Copyright 2013, IEEE.

temperature without cooling. They have a wide dynamic range
and are not affected by disturbance magnetic fields. Hence,
they can operate with basic shielding. Furthermore, MR sensors have excellent temperature characteristics with Wheatstone Bridge structure that is the change in resistance due to
fluctuations in temperature is negligible.[62]
The full compatibility between the novel spintronic sensors
based on the MR effect and the conventional silicon technology
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opens a realm of opportunities because MR sensors can be fabricated with high yields in sub-millimeter diameter substrates.
These sensors can be integrated within standard CMOS chip
together with the readout circuitry to ultimately achieve on-chip
signal processing, amplification and noise cancellation.
The MR effect is the change in the resistance of a material
under the influence of an external magnetic field. It was initially observed as a change in the resistance of Nickel and Iron
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according to the orientation of the applied magnetic field with
respect to the direction of the current flow.[63] This effect was
called the AMR, which arises from the spin-orbit coupling,
reflecting the interaction between the spin of the conduction
electrons and the crystal lattice.[63] Typical AMR values at room
temperature are ≈5% for NiFe and CoFe bulk alloys and ≈2%
for patterned thin films,[17] due to additional scattering caused
by grain boundaries and other film interfaces. The low magnitude of the AMR effect, its intrinsic bulk properties to sense
only the magnitude and not the direction and nonlinear output
are the major drawbacks of AMR and encouraged the development of the GMR and TMR sensors.
Spin-based GMR sensors can realize reliable size-independent magnetic signal detection in the sub-nano-Tesla range
at room temperature using micron-size structures. These features make GMR technology appropriate for enhanced biomagnetic source imaging.[17,18] The GMR effect is a fundamental
phenomenon that occurs in magnetic materials ranging from
nanoparticles over multilayered thin-films to permanent magnets. During the early stage, applications of GMR sensors had
an industry-focus,[64] for information storage. In recent years,
however, extensive research activity has been triggered to exploit
the potentials of integrated GMR in ultralow biomagnetic
signal detection.[65–73] Without increased cost or complicated
structure, integrated GMR sensors bring aggregative performance improvements in the fabrication process, structure size,
anti-noise ability, and sensitivity, taking advantages of multiple
technologies and the inherent properties of GMR.[67,72,73]
The simplicity of the GMR mechanism is an excellent adventure for ultra-low biomagnetic signal detection. GMR sensors can detect pico-Tesla at the DC frequency magnetic field
sensing at room temperature.[40] Thanks to the optimization of
the thin-film materials, interfaces and electrical characteristics,
the present form of GMR sensors in micro and nano dimensions is a mature technology with a substantial footprint in a
wide range of applications.[74–76] This technology is a preferred
choice for low magnetic fields detection with high spatial resolution. Recently, it has been utilized in the biomagnetic applications for MEG,[65] and MCG,[73] in which the sensitivity of
the GMR sensors approaches that of the SQUIDs and paves
the way for spintronic devices for functional biosensing and
imaging. Smart GMR system can also be integrated with multiple components of Silicon-based circuits on small platforms
such as lab-on-a-chip devices,[77,78] signal processing and communication modules. It will simplify the on-chip amplification
and noise cancellation difficulty and reduce power consumption to sub-mW. Such miniaturized structures without sensitivity loss improve spatial resolution in weak fields sensing
due to real-time and multi-mode process based on high compatibility with standard CMOS processes[72,79] The example of
monolithic integration on standard CMOS with fabricated TMR
sensor is shown in Figure 5c.[17] A recent study adopted biocompatible sensors based on GMR spintronics to simultaneously
and locally record the magnetic fields from action potentials
in a mouse muscle in vitro.[68] The GMR based micro-probes
permitted the miniaturization and shaping required for in vivo/
vitro magnetophysiology and represented a new fundamental
tool to investigate the local sources of neuronal magnetic
activities.[80]
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Recent developments in physics and materials promise a
new class of solid-state spintronic sensors based on the TMR
effect, which occurs in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ).[81]
These sensors can be faster, more reliable and of lower power
than the existing spintronic sensors. The impact of the TMR
sensors on the field of spintronics has been remarkable,[17]
mainly due to the large magnitude of the observed magnetoresistances at room temperature that surpasses that of the AMR
and GMR sensors. The TMR effect has been known since
1975,[82] and is observed on ferromagnetic (FM) spin tunneling
junctions consisting of FM-insulator-FM layers. The basic
structure of a TMR-based sensor is shown in Figure 5b. The
magnetic orientation of the reference layer is fixed, whilst the
magnetic orientation of the free layer will change in accordance with the direction of the external magnetic field. Classical physics predicts that there should be no current flowing
through the insulating barrier when a voltage is applied to the
FM electrodes on both sides of an MTJ. However, when the
insulating barrier is ultrathin, in the scale of a few nanometers, a quantum tunneling effect may take place in the junction, which allows electrons to transfer from one FM layer to
the other. An MTJ with a bias voltage may, therefore, exhibit
electrical conducting properties and its electrical resistance
varies as a function of the magnetic field strength over a certain field range.[83]
Because of their higher MR ratio and better SNR, TMR sensors have been gradually replacing the GMR devices. In addition, TMR sensors have a tunable response and adjustable
operation range.[84] Therefore, they are ideal candidates for
applications in which pico-Tesla level operation at room temperature, small footprint and cost are key factors. In addition,
they are compatible with standard silicon integrated circuit technology,[85,86] allowing for large-scale fabrication and
closed packed implementations, which is ideal for portable
solutions.[87,88]
Still, it is difficult to predict how precisely a sensor behaves
when an external magnetic field is applied, especially when the
sensor structure comprises several layers of materials. Fabricating and testing all possible combinations will consume too
much time and money. Instead, simulations can be utilized
to model the behavior of certain material combinations and
sensor shapes. For example, modeling of MTJ devices based
on MgO barrier show higher MR ratio in comparison to the
Al2O3 barrier devices.[17,89] We showed that such simulation
results and parameters can be extracted and imported to the
Cadence Spectre simulator for integration with a CMOS-based
readout circuit.[39,90–94] We believe that this structure can offer a
platform to develop ultra-sensitive, smart and compact sensors
for MMG sensing. To reliably compile the TMR model in the
Cadence environment, we adopted a FEM environment such as
COMSOL Multiphysics.[83] The extracted data was then exported
to Cadence using Verilog-A language so that the model can be
designed and integrated into a standard CMOS-based analog
front-end (AFE) circuit. This setting offered the possibility of
including circuits for on-chip amplification, signal processing,
and noise cancellation.
Recent work proposed FEM simulations of magnetic biosensors,[95] and evaluation of their performance in terms of the
TMR ratio and linearization range.[83] Figure 5d shows an MTJ
© 2020 The Authors. Published by WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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stack, which is a multilayer between two leads in a current-perpendicular-to-plane geometry with double-exchange electrodes,
consisting of bottom antiferromagnet (AFM), reference layer,
spacer, reference layer, barrier, sensing layer and top-AFM. The
3D structure of the MTJ can be divided into small elements
with tetrahedral meshes of user-defined sizes. This FEM model
was used to estimate the current distribution of the MTJ with
different strength of the magnetic field.[83] The computational
meshes with different resolutions to reduce discretization
errors and an enlarged view of the thin film structure where the
color legend shows magnetic flux density and the arrow represents the direction of the current density. In addition, in order
to minimize undesired effects, such as the temperature drift
in sensing, various circuit designs can be used. For instance,
a typical Wheatstone bridge configuration to minimize the
temperature drift was shown in Figure 5e.[62] Compared with
achievable TMR responses with fabricated sensors,[91,96] stateof-the-art modeling results show a higher TMR ratio and better
linearization.[83]

4. MMG with Spintronic Sensors
The optimization of materials and the fabrication process
to obtain high MR ratio are challenging tasks.[59,90,97,98] The
TMR sensors with the MgO barrier are highlighted as the
most competitive sensors that could achieve pico-Tesla level
detection at room temperature and low-frequency domain.
Previous efforts have already demonstrated detection limits in
the pico-Tesla/√Hz range by coupling MR sensors with magnetic flux guides without a significant increase in the noise
levels.[57,99,100] The TMR sensors with integrated magnetic flux
guides improve the sensitivity of the sensor by amplifying locally
the magnetic fields that reach the sensing layer.[101] The integrations of the MR sensors are demonstrated with state-of-the-art
examples in Figure 5f.[17,66,102,91] The potential applications of
TMR sensors are directly detecting magnetic signals generated
from human organs. The full compatibility between the TMR
technologies and the Silicon industry opened a new way of the
system miniaturization. One of the important biosensing applications is achieved by the integration of an array of MR sensors
on sharp, machined probes,[66,91] as shown in Figure 5f1,f2. They
enjoy the ability to measure directly and locally the magnetic
fields related to human activity such as brain and heart etc., at
room temperature. The recent in vitro measurement for brain
activity monitoring upon electrical stimulation is demonstrated
in Figure 5f3. It requires special sensor geometries where sharp
probes incorporated single or large arrays of TMR sensors with
microelectrodes microfabricated at the same fabrication process. Integrated state-of-the-art MgO-based TMR sensors into Si
needles, it can be used as a miniature tool for the biomagnetic
sensing at very weak fields level, especially pico to femto Tesla
with a low-frequency domain. Currently, MultiDimension Technology has achieved the sensitivity of 100–300 mV V−1 Oe−1 in a
larger prototype commercial TMR sensors, TMR9001/9002.[103]
With continuous research pT level detection has been achieved
at room temperature,[27,57–59,103,104] and fT detectivities have been
reported at low temperature (77 K) by using superconductor
magnetic flux concentrators.[69,71]
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Moreover, the recent progress achieved the integration of
functional MR sensors with flexible materials for new devices
and applications.[105–108] As demonstrated in recent work,[105]
the MR technology has pushed the integration limits toward
stretchable substrates to form a flexible and bendable sensor
solution. Motivated by the continued researches for wearable
and implantable sensing, microfabricated devices on flexible
substrates can bend and conform to the nonplanar geometries.
For instance, the TMR sensors have been measured on polyimide substrates,[109] where the TMR sensor maintains its MR
ratio when compared with rigid substrates such as Si or glass.
The advantages of polyimide-based devices include flexibility,
thermal stability, chemical resistance, high mechanical modulus, and biocompatibility.
Recently, we showed the first result of highly sensitive TMRrecorded ultralow MMG signals from the human hand muscle
at room temperature. Figure 6a illustrates the experimental
setup. To reduce noise sources such as the acoustic noise and
disturbances of magnetic and electric fields from the earth and
surrounding equipment, both sensor characteristics and MMG
measurements were carried out in a shielded environment to
counteract the influence of external magnetic fields. An active
compensation technique is employed to the whole system,
mainly consisting an active geomagnetic field cancellation box
with an array of tri-axial square Helmholtz coils. The system is
operated with the magnetic field compensation on three direction components (x, y, z) at the same time. Thus, the uniform
reverse fields cancel each magnetic field component Bx, By, and
Bz of the geomagnetic field respectively. Additionally, as shown
in Figure 6b, stainless steel tubes are also employed in the
middle of the box to further shield the environmental magnetic
field. Finally, the whole system is only with a residual magnetic
field of 4 nT.
To minimize 1/f noise of the sensor,[110] 1102 TMR elements
are connected in 58 series and 19 parallel, as illustrated in
Figure 6c. The total chip size is 6 mm × 4 mm while each TMR
sensor is 100 × 100 µm (Figure 6d). The TMR stack consists of
(unit: nm) [5 Ta/25 CuN] × 6/5Ta/5 Ru/20 IrMn/2 CoFe30/0.85
Ru/2.6 CoFe40B20/1MgO/2 CoFe40B20/0.21 Ta/4 NiFe/0.20 Ru/6
IrMn/2 Ru/5 Ta/10 Ru. Figure 6e shows an entire stack structure by a transmission electron microscope. The bottom NiFe
and CoFeB free layers show anti-ferromagnetic coupling where
the magnetization reversal process reflects that of the thick
NiFe layer.[16] Additionally, an annealing process was performed
after micro-fabrication to ensure that orthogonal magnetic axes
of the free and pinned layers were aligned.[96]
The miniaturized MMG system includes the Wheatstone
bridge with four TMR sensors, as well as the digital and
analog electronics parts which are needed for generating
selected useful information from the measured MMG signals. A real-time readout system for newly-developed TMR
sensors has been proposed and implemented. Figure 6a
shows functional blocks of system architecture, which comprises sensors, analog front-end (AFE), and digital back-end
signal processing units. First of all, the Wheatstone bridge
can operate in the voltage-mode or the current-mode by using
two toggle switches as selectors. The stable power supplies are
provided by a voltage regulator and a current generator. The
proposed AFE includes a transimpedance amplifier (TIA), an
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Figure 6. a) Measurement setup with FEM simulations; b) A 3D-printed active geomagnetic field cancellation box with stainless steel tubes; c) A
microscope image of TMR sensor array; d) Enlarged image with a size of 100 µm2 per TMR element; e) Transmission electron microscope image of
the entire stack structure where the red box shows indication of MgO barrier surrounded by Fe:Co matrix.

instrumentation amplifier, bandpass filters, a programmable
gain amplifier, an analog multiplexer, micro control unit,
which includes an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Finally,
the signals are transmitted through a wireless module and
then extracted, classified and displayed in a LabVIEW interface
on the laptop.
The AFE details are demonstrated in Figure 7b. Four TMR
elements form a Wheatstone bridge in a parallel configuration to cancel the temperature drift.[111,112] The currents flowing
through R1 and R3 are in the opposite direction to R2 and R4.
This way, the magnetic field generated by the current flow is
parallel or antiparallel to the reference layer, respectively, while
the free magnetization layer will rotate with the field orientation. As a result, the sensor input current is applied to terminals a and b, while the output current is measured between
terminals c and d and then sent to the AFE and the back-end
signal processor. An ultralow noise amplifiers are utilized to
amplify the differential signals with external noise filtering
switched capacitors,[62] allowing the integration of TMR sensors
on CMOS without decreasing the measurement resolution. A
power management unit with low-dropout regulators (LDOs)
provides all required power supply voltages from a single 12 V
battery. In particular, the advantages of scaling and higher
density integration must be balanced against the requirements of low noise design, uniform power density, and surface
temperature distribution, better component matching, and
immunity to parameter variations.[113] In addition, the spatial
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resolution can be improved by scaling an array of sensors
that can measure the biomagnetic field from different points.
To enhance the system immunity against external interferences, integrated circuits with ultralow noise current source for
TMR biasing and low-noise variable gain amplifier are implemented.[67] Several detailed examples demonstrate the integration procedures of advanced TMR sensors.[75,92] Therefore, the
MR sensing technologies based on the TMR effect makes it
possible to detect weak MMG signals.

5. MMG Implementation and Discussion
5.1. Execution and Experimental Results
An example of a linearized sensor curve measured for MgObased TMR device is presented in Figure 8a. With an original
resistance of 2.295 kΩ, the linear range of the sensor is about
from −1 to 1 Oe. The average R × A is 9 kΩ µm2 and the TMR
ratio is 152%. For the full bridge setup, the measured voltage
change of each TMR element is 280 Ω µm2 Oe−1 and the sensitivity is measured as ≈0.617 V Oe−1. The challenge is indeed
to detect very weak fields (fT to nT), which usually have a lowfrequency domain. Here, the 1/f noise is the dominant factor,
as exemplified in Figure 8b with the noise spectra of an MTJ
array. The estimated minimum field that this sensor can detect
is ≈20 pT at 100 Hz.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 7. a) A block diagram of a general processing chain for TMR sensors that can be utilized for MMG applications. The signals are recorded by an
array of sensors. Afterward digitally controlled analog processing can be performed, which in general improves the readout of the sensor signals. The
measured signals are passed to a digital signal enhancement stage, before a detailed analysis can be performed; b) Overview of MMG signal detection
with two different operations: 1) voltage-mode and 2) current-mode.

Placing the TMR sensor array exactly on the skin of
abductor pollicis brevis hand muscle, the transverse component of the magnetic field can be measured. The surface
EMG signals were recorded at the same time as an effective
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reference. The 100 s MMG signals from the proposed TMR
system were recorded and analyzed to verify the whole process of muscle activities. Figure 8a shows a clear difference
in time series between when the hand was tense and when
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Figure 8. a) Measured resistances variation of the TMR sensor with magnetic fields; b) Sensitivity measurement when applying a bias voltage of
950 mV; c) Noise measurement. The corner frequency is around 9 kHz; d) Measured MMG signals (100 s) from the proposed TMR system when the
hand muscles were relaxed and tense respectively; e) Raw MMG signals without filtering when the hand muscles were in the tense state; f) MMG
signals after a 20th-order bandpass (30 to 300 Hz) Butterworth filter; g) Power spectrum from the tense hand muscles.

the hand was relaxed. The first type is a time-domain with an
amplitude of 200 pT, corresponding to periods when the hand
is tense. This amplitude of the MMG signals corresponds to
the accepted ideas about the magnetic field of skeletal muscles. The second type is a time-domain with an amplitude of
20 to 30 pT, corresponding to the lengths of time when the
hand is relaxed. This amplitude is roughly equal to the amplitude of the noise activity records in a relaxed hand. Without
filtering, the raw MMG signal from the tense muscles is illustrated in Figure 6b, which include wideband noise and movement artifacts. Nevertheless, by using the 20th-order bandpass
Butterworth filter of 30–300 Hz (Figure 6c), the signals not
only became clearer but also confirmed that the positions of
the peaks for both the MMG and EMG were almost the same.
The approximate amplitude of 200 pT was observed, which is
consistent with the reported value measured by SQUIDs.[12]
Finally, the MMG power spectrum is shown in Figure 6d with
a wideband frequency range, in which the MMG signals of
the tensed hand state is many times greater than noise. At frequencies from 30 to 300 Hz, the signal-to-noise ratio is greater
than 20.
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5.2. Discussion of Technical Challenges
Current approaches for MMG sensing are limited due to
relatively low SNR. The magnitude of the EMG signal is on
the scale of milli-volts and that for the MMG signal is on the
scale of pico-Tesla,[114] depending upon different measurement
conditions. The magnetic field of the Earth can reach values
in the order of micro-Tesla and the typical magnetic environmental noise can be in the order of 100 nano-Tesla/√Hz. However, the magnetic fields that are generated by the skeletal
muscle are significantly smaller. In addition, it should be highlighted that the sensor interference (thermal and 1/f noises)
largely degrades the response linearity and low-frequency detection ability in the TMR sensors. Various approaches have been
studied to boost the SNR, including electromagnetic shielding
techniques, reference channels, and signal processing. Currently, there are no off-the-shelf solutions for the detection
of MMG signals in nonmagnetically shielded environments
at room temperature. Essentially, the uniform background
magnetic fields from the Earth would lead to saturating the
sensor.[115] Therefore, it would be a huge challenge to isolate
© 2020 The Authors. Published by WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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the extremely weak bio-magnetic components of the measured signals in the low-frequency domain (<500 Hz). A recent
technique to null the background static magnetic field in MEG
consists of a shield to attenuate background noise from microTesla to nano-Tesla.[46] Then, a set of bi-planar electromagnetic
coils generate nano-Tesla fields, equal and opposite to the
remnant Earth's field, thereby cancelling it out. In addition, a
proportional integral derivative (PID) algorithm was used to
control the currents in the field-nulling coils. This allows the
calculation of currents which generate fields that are equal and
opposite to those measured by the reference array.
In the past, the measurements of the MMG signals
were performed using SQUIDs with the detection limit of
3 fT/√Hz at a cooling environment. However, this technology
is extremely expensive to both acquire and run and need
specialized facilities such as a shielded room and a cooling
system. Moreover, the SQUIDs detect the magnetic field at a
short distance from the point of operation in the body. However, current human-machine interfacing concepts based on
MMG rely greatly on the development of low-cost, flexible and
miniaturized magnetic detectors. Flexible and miniaturized
sensor structures show great potential to improve temporal
and spatial resolutions since the signal magnitude will be
greater with the reduced distance between sensor and muscle
tissue.
The magnitude of the MMG signal varies with the third
power of the distance between the transducer and the current
source. As a result, significant dimensional changes of the skeletal muscle during contraction or a movement of the human or
the body part under investigation can affect the MMG signal,
which can be troublesome. Consequently, all the human studies
in vivo collected the MMG signal while volunteers performed
isometric contractions.[1,29,116] Therefore, in order to avoid the
effects of movements as much as possible, implantable MMG
sensors would be more appropriate for the human-machine
interfacing, such as control of prosthetic limbs,[28] to reduce the
effect of muscle movement.

6. Conclusion and Future Direction
We described potential approaches for the next generation
recording of the MMG signals and discussed their benefits
against conventional systems. The generation of the bio-magnetic field by skeletal muscles was reviewed, compared with
EMG and discussed in terms of the physical and mathematical relationship. In addition, the final characteristic properties of the main magnetic sensors technologies for finding the
optimal candidate of the MMG systems were provided. We
advocated for the development of miniaturized magnetic sensors and the integration of MTJs into standard CMOS technology for MMG sensing. Then, we proposed several research
strategies on how to fill the gap between the conventional and
the next-generation MMG sensors that could achieve highperformance sensing. Moreover, we evaluated and discussed
the challenges related to biomagnetic sensing such as nulling
the magnetic field of the Earth. We provided a roadmap toward
miniaturization of magnetic sensors for low-field biomagnetic
detection.
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Future development of MR-sensors will open new possibilities for the next generation of MMG systems. A significant
effort would be needed to optimize the physical and functional
properties of the MR sensors and to find suitable materials.
From the signal processing perspective, advanced data analysis
techniques are highly required for cancelling the noise and
offset at the output of the sensors. We conclude that wearable and implantable MMG can soon become a promising
and complementary approach for the measurement of muscle
activity.
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